Making meetings even smoother

Once again we are proud to revolutionize the way we meet. Since 2010 Evoko Room Manager has taken the hassle out of room bookings. This was the original touch-screen solution for all your meeting rooms. No more double bookings, confusion and interrupted meetings. Now we launch the next generation Room Manager: Evoko Liso. Even brighter and lovelier to look at, believe it or not. With the same mission as ever – making sure all your meeting rooms are being used in a truly effective way.

Bright and helpful

Evoko Liso is built on a completely new platform. With a new, smooth look and graphical user interface. It’s easier than ever to book a room with your favorite digital calendar, or directly on the screen using your fingertip. All relevant information is elegantly presented on the screen. You can even search for other rooms and book them on any Evoko Liso within the network. Find the optimal room based on availability, size or equipment. The multi-touch screen has a very high resolution and brightness, and is more intuitive than ever. Evoko Liso actually changes information on the display when someone walks up to it. All thanks to a built in proximity sensor.

Analytical and efficient

Evoko Liso gives you full insight into your organization’s meeting patterns to really optimize resources. You get decision-making support that truly cuts cost by analyzing statistics in the web based Evoko Home – now more comprehensive than ever. Make sure you use the perfect room for every single meeting. It has never been easier to open a door to a much more efficient meeting culture.

Open and interactive

Evoko Liso works with your everyday WiFi or PoE/PoE+, you also have a RFID/NFC or PIN option. With an open API it is easy to interact with other 3rd party systems or piece of software. There are no extra plug-ins or additional software to learn. So easy and self-explanatory that anyone can master it without any prior training. All features can be reached with only a few simple touches.

Simple and beautiful

Evoko Liso has a slim, new design. Easy to install and a true pleasure to look at outside every meeting room. The original Evoko Room Manager won numerous design awards and we are very proud of this new generation. So smooth, helpful and bright. Your next meeting is just a fingertip away.
## Technical specifications

### CALENDAR SERVICE SUPPORT
- Microsoft Office 365
- Microsoft Exchange 2016
- Microsoft Exchange 2013
- Microsoft Exchange 2010
- Google Apps for Work
- IBM Domino Smartcloud
- Evoko Home (standalone version)

### TECHNICAL INFO
- OS Linux version 3.10.53 or later
- Memory 2GB DDR3L
- Storage 4GB eMMC
- Display 8 inch, XGA 1024 x 768, Brightness 300 nits (before touch)
- Touch Panel Capacitive touch
- Glass display cover (approx. 1mm)
- LED
  - 40 of green/red LED’s around the edge of the PCBA
  - 3 white LED for logo
  - Reset Button (paperclip switch)
- External I/O
  - USB 2.0
  - Micro USB
  - RJ-45, Ethernet 10/100/1000 Mbit, PoE +
  - DC 12 v power jack
- Wireless Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n
- Data Collection RFID/ NFC
- Sensor
  - IR Proximity Sensor, detection range: 5cm to 1.1m
  - Ambient light sensor
- Physical
  - Weight: 1.3 kg
  - Dimension: 200 x 200 x 25 mm
- PoE IEEE 802.3af

### ACCESSORIES
- Wall mount
- Glass mounting kit
- Power adapter